Note from the Editor:
This article is about politicized spending in the federal discretionary budget. As always, the Federalist Society takes no position on particular legal or public policy initiatives. Any expressions of opinion are those of the author. The Federalist Society seeks to further discussion about discretionary spending, standards of review for agency decisions, and the constitutional issues surrounding politicized decision making. To this end, we offer links below to different perspectives on the issue, and we invite responses from our audience. To join this debate, please email us at info@fed-soc.org.

Related Links:

In 2007, the Bush White House sent senior political officials to brief political appointees in federal agencies on how they could help steer federal funds to favor Republican congressional candidates.¹ In 2010, the Obama White House had direct involvement in shaping the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) Loan Program Office’s loan and loan guarantee funding decisions.²

These are not isolated anecdotes. They characterize a body of empirical evidence demonstrating that federal agencies’ discretionary spending and other decisions are susceptible to capture by the political interests of Congress and especially the President.³ Politicized spending undermines transparency and the “level playing field” needed to maintain public trust and confidence in government. Furthermore, large-scale discretionary spending without an effective independent check on the government’s ability to steer discretionary funds to favored firms, organizations, and individuals corrodes the foundations of any system based on principles of limited and accountable government.

For the most part, Congress has failed to cabin agency discretionary funding powers. The Office of Management and Budget (OMB) has issued guidelines for agency spending, but these merely encourage a system of merit-based discretionary decision making.⁴ And, unless backed by legislative teeth, these guidelines have proven ineffective as a check against politicized spending.⁵

However, judicial remedies are available for persons injured when political or other biases infect federal agency discretionary spending; these remedies would ensure fairness and remedy the harms associated with overbroad agency power. Therefore, this article reviews both statutory and constitutional remedies and suggests approaches claimants can take to obtain judicial review and thereby increase agency accountability for discretionary spending decisions. Part I analyzes the rise of politicized discretionary spending. Part II examines the current standards of review for discretionary agency decisions, including the Administrative Procedure Act, the Tucker Act, implied contractual duties, and suggested improvements to redressability. Part III discusses constitutional theories for challenging politicized decision making, including Bivens claims and procedural due process theories. This article concludes that congressional action clarifying that persons injured by politicized agency discretionary spending have standing would be useful to help check agency overreach.

I. The Rise of Politicized Discretionary Spending

In 2010 and 2011, the U.S. House of Representatives and Senate, respectively, imposed a moratorium on congressional earmarks, which are specifically tailored pieces of legislation designed to “reward” targeted congressional members with federal spending in their districts and states. Contemporaneous with these moratoriums was a shift in the system of federal spending. Federal grant spending has risen 40 percent since 2001 and has increased tenfold over the last four decades.⁶ Spread across more than 1,700 programs and 26 agencies, federal grant outlays reached $538 billion in FY2012, trailing only Social Security
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and national defense in the federal budget. In the same year, nearly $80 billion was allocated through discretionary, as opposed to formula-based, grants. According to the Catalogue of Federal Domestic Assistance, of the 2,240 federal assistance programs listed for 2012, 1,530 were for discretionary grants.9 The volume and nature of discretionary spending raises concerns of the potential for abuse.

Traditionally, concerns about politicized spending focused on congressional earmarking practices.10 Scholarship on the subject of congressional credit-claiming largely posits that members have little incentive to credit-claim based on discretionary grant awards. Professor Frances Lee, in analyzing federal domestic assistance, asserted, “most federal grant money is simply not distributed in a way that maximizes credit-claiming opportunities for individual members.”11 Based on her research, Lee concluded that “[e]ven within the system of intergovernmental grants—one of the most fertile fields for credit-claiming—individual House members often find themselves unable to ‘peel off pieces of governmental accomplishment’ . . . to demonstrate that they are taking care of constituents.”12 Therefore, the congressional earmark moratorium should have greatly reduced the politicized direction of taxpayer funds to politically expedient and self-serving projects. Yet there has been public scrutiny on a number of federal grant projects that may have provided the type of credit-claiming opportunities that drives politicized spending.13 Appropriations lobbyists have observed an increase in lawmakers' writing to “federal agencies asking them to consider specific grant applications due to the earmark bans.”14

In addition to congressional intervention, the executive branch is also susceptible to politicization of spending decisions. Research from the Congressional Research Service (CRS) suggests that the President will use agency budget requests to influence agency-based discretionary spending in order to reward members of Congress for their votes on a presidential priority.15 Then-chairman of the powerful House Appropriations Committee Congressman David Obey stated that “it has been very difficult to make people understand the extent and the nature of the directed spending that is going on in the executive branch, and that directed spending—just as surely as you take your next breath—is the functional equivalent and the political equivalent of [c]ongressional earmarking.”16 That federal agencies make spending and other discretionary decisions based on the political interests of the President is well-established in the political science literature.17 John Hudak, a fellow at the Brookings Institution, found that discretionary authority over the allocation of federal dollars provides presidents with the opportunity to engage in pork barrel politics, “strategically allocating funds to key constituencies at critical times.”18

The Bush Administration came under criticism for the politicization of discretionary spending through the steering of agency funds to politically expedient causes. In 2007, the Washington Post reported that Bush White House officials “conducted 20 private briefings on Republican electoral prospects for senior officials in at least 15 government agencies covered by federal restrictions on partisan political activity.”19 According to the Office of Special Counsel, officials at the General Services Administration “felt coerced into steering federal activities to favor those Republican candidates cited as vulnerable.”20 The Bush White House was also accused of sending “senior political officials to brief top appointees in government agencies on which seats Republican candidates might win or lose, and how the election outcomes could affect the success of administration policies.”21

Contemporaneous with these agency actions, President Bush used the budget reconciliation process to request earmarks in congressional appropriations bills.22 A House Appropriations Committee report showed that “Bush requested 17 special projects worth $947 million, more than any single member of Congress.”23 CRS reported that in regular appropriations bills from FY2008 through FY2010 President Obama was the “only requester” for 1,265 earmarks worth $9.5 billion.24 CRS found that in FY2010, 68 percent of all earmarks were either solely requested by President Obama or requested jointly by the President and members of Congress.25 CRS also determined that “[b]oth the number and value of earmarks requested solely by the President increased since FY2008.”26 The 126-percent increase in the value of President Obama’s earmarks substantially exceeds the eleven percent increase in the total value of earmarks since FY2008.27 A Heritage Foundation study suggested that the current Administration has used federal discretionary spending to buy votes for contentious legislation.28 The phenomenon of presidentially-requested earmarks, combined with politically-directed discretionary spending occurring subsequent to a moratorium on congressional earmarking, has been dubbed “executive-branch earmarking.”29

The distribution of the significant amount of discretionary spending is thus clearly vulnerable to politicization from both Congress and the President. Under this paradigm, it seems prudent to inquire whether there is a proper judicial remedy for such politicized spending.

II. Judicial Review of Discretionary Decision Making

Federal agencies generally act by engaging in either informal rulemaking or adjudication.30 As this article focuses on the redressability of politicized decision making affecting individual grant applicants, the relevant case law and judicial theories concern informal adjudications.31

The Administrative Procedure Act (APA)32 allows aggrieved parties to seek judicial review of final “agency action” so long as review is not precluded by another statute or “committed to agency discretion by law.”33 Such decisions are unreviewable when courts lack “meaningful standard[s] against which to judge the agency’s exercise of discretion.”34 However, courts will invalidate agency actions if they are arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion; contrary to a constitutional right; or in excess of statutory jurisdiction or authority (known as the State Farm test).35 Courts have established that political interference in the discretionary decision-making process runs afoi of the APA’s standards.36

The remedy for such interference is limited but palpable. Reviewing courts will remand to the agencies and instruct them to make new determinations limited to the merits and without regard to any considerations not made relevant by Congress.37 This approach recognizes that not all political contact with a
decision maker per se taints the final decision. In determining whether political pressure overwhelmed an agency’s process, the D.C. Circuit has established a bright-line standard instructing agencies to establish a “full-scale administrative record” such that if a decision is challenged, the agency can rely on the record to support its decision.44 Under this standard, reviewing courts will provide the agency an opportunity to cure its politically tainted decision. Remand, “rather than a reinstatement of the untainted decisions, is the proper remedy” because, in these cases, courts cannot predict how a decision would have been properly decided on the merits and there is no reason to think that on remand the taint would necessarily occur again.45

Several scholars and legal commenters, including now-Jus- tice Elena Kagan, have found the federal courts’ consideration of political influence in an arbitrary-and-capricious analysis to be unwarranted.46 These scholars have instead advocated that reviewing courts apply Chevron47 deference to agency decision making when presidential influence is involved.48 These scholarly approaches—unlike the courts’ approach to insulate decision makers from political pressure—embrace the inherent political nature of the executive branch’s discretionary decisions, under a policy rationale that the President, like Congress, is accountable in ways courts are not.49 However, these approaches are unlikely to gain traction in the jurisprudence where courts have held that the executive branch’s discretionary decisions, under a policy rationale that the President, like Congress, is accountable in ways courts are not.50 In fact, the Supreme Court has held that a decision is arbitrary and capricious “if the agency has relied on factors which Congress has not intended it to consider.”51 The federal courts are likely to hold that if Congress wanted Presidents and other executive branch officials to incorporate political motivations into their decision-making process, Congress would have included intelligible criteria in its authorizing statutes.

A. APA Redress is Limited in Current Form

While the APA is a common means for attacking agency decisions, it is not always available to unsuccessful grant or loan applicants. Moreover, when it is available, it offers only injunctive, rather than monetary relief.52 The APA also excludes from judicial review matters that are “committed to agency discretion by law.”53 In any case brought by an unsuccessful applicant, the agency is likely to argue that authorizing statutes for the individual discretionary grant program explicitly provide for agency discretion. Specifically, that they limit how funds may be spent or that the authority is within general welfare provisions (e.g., broad statements of purpose that lack specific direction, such as “to provide support, and maintain a commitment, to eligible low-income students”).54 The answer, of course, depends on the language of the specific authorizing statute.

Respecting those discretionary grant decisions subject to judicial review, an agency action that bypasses a merit-based process in favor of political considerations would clearly violate the State Farm test.55 Such politicization would also fail to demonstrate a rational connection between the facts (i.e., the merit of grant applicants as determined by their scores and ranks) and the agency’s selection of grant recipients. Because agencies typically do not voluntarily release the scoring and ranking numbers of grant applicants, it would be difficult to prove that an agency decision was arbitrary and capricious without resorting to expensive and time-consuming litigation, assuming a litigant can plead the sufficient facts necessary for a court to grant a merits review.

B. Congress Could Provide “Meaningful Standards”

There are two possible legislative remedies that would enhance a litigant’s ability to show that an agency was arbitrary and capricious when it allowed politicization of a spending program. First, Congress could pass a law that would require agencies to disclose the criteria by which they will evaluate grant applications, post the scores and rankings online, and disclose the methods by which they chose specific recipients. Congressman James Lankford introduced a bill in the 113th Congress to do just that.56 The GRANT Act would require agencies to “establish and make publicly available online specific merit-based selection procedures,” so that the agency, grant applicants, and the general public are all aware of how the agency will evaluate applications for grant programs.57 The bill would also require agencies to post online the “[d]ocumentation explaining the basis for the selection decision for the grant . . . [and] with respect to the proposal that resulted in the grant award, the numerical ranking of the proposal.”58 Finally, the bill would require that in any “case in which the award of the grant is not consistent with the numerical rankings or any other recommendations made by grant reviewers” the agency must disclose “a written justification explaining the rationale for the decision not to follow the rankings or recommendations.”59 One shortcoming of the legislation is that it does not provide specific statutory standing for an aggrieved grant applicant who believes that his application was mishandled. However, the scores, rankings, and agency decision-making rationale would all provide exactly the type of “meaningful standards” that courts desire when they are looking for “law to apply” in an APA arbitrary-and-capricious review.

Second, Congress could also enact a “sunshine law” that would require agencies to disclose the type, amount, and frequency of political contact that members of Congress or executive branch officials made with the agency during the decision-making process.60 This approach could amend the APA itself to mirror the disclosure requirements in the Clean Air Act during the rulemaking process.61 The disclosure approach could be widened by statute or executive order to require that agencies include contacts and motivations for certain adjudicative actions.62 However, this approach has serious drawbacks because agencies would have a strong incentive not to disclose the most egregious politicization of discretionary grant decisions.

C. The Potential for Tucker Act Jurisdiction

In addition to the APA, an aggrieved grant applicant could seek redress through a civil claim for damages. The federal government has sovereign immunity and may not be sued unless it waives its immunity or consents to be sued.63 The Tucker Act waives the federal government’s sovereign immunity in suits arising out of contracts to which the federal government is a party.64 The Act grants the Court of Federal Claims jurisdiction over claims “founded upon any express or implied contract with
the United States” but the Act does not speak to the substance of the claims themselves.69

Courts typically apply Tucker Act jurisdiction to cases arising from procurement contracts; although the Act also covers tax, land, and military employment actions. This should not be construed to eliminate claims by a grant or loan applicant who has a contract for the underlying award or a contract for fair consideration of his application. However, based on a theory of an implied-in-fact contract, grant recipients seeking review of the government’s performance of its duties under an agreement have used the Tucker Act to seek redress.60 Even if a grant recipient is able to gain review under the Act, the government will likely take the same position that the Government Accountability Office (GAO) has when it noted that it “does not follow . . . nor has GAO or any court suggested, that all of the trappings of a procurement contract somehow attach to a grant.”61 However, if the grant or loan program itself is governed by procurement rules, then the Tucker Act’s bid protest rules should apply. GAO also argued, “it is clear that the many varied rules and principles of contract law will not be automatically applied to grants.”62

While there are few examples of grant recipients using the Tucker Act to get into court, none of these cases reviewed the agency’s treatment of an application.63 The implied-in-fact contract for the underlying award sufficient to gain Tucker Act jurisdiction has only been recognized once the grant is awarded. The federal government would likely respond to a suit involving the politicized nature of the grant application process by arguing such claims are outside of the Tucker Act’s jurisdictional grant. However, the notion that agencies have a duty to treat grant applications in an unbiased manner is well within existing precedent.64

D. Agencies Have an Implied-in-Fact Contractual Duty to Review Submissions Fairly

An applicant who believes that politicized decision making has infected a discretionary spending program may be able to seek redress through a variety of contract law-based claims. One such claim is that when the government creates a discretionary spending program and seeks applicants to fulfill the government’s programmatic goals, the government has entered into an implied-in-fact contract to fairly consider the applications it receives.65 This argument is well established in government contracting and there is ample basis to demonstrate that it applies in grant programs as well.

Prior to 1996, the Court of Federal Claims (and its predecessor, the United States Claims Court) used an implied-in-fact contract theory to require the government to fairly consider contract bids.66 In 1996, Congress amended the Tucker Act to clarify that the court has jurisdiction over procurement challenges “without regard to whether suit is instituted before or after the contract is awarded.”67 Although the 1996 Tucker Act amendments removed the need for the courts to use the implied-in-fact theory in the procurement sphere, the court’s analysis of how and why government should treat applicants fairly in the contract process is particularly useful for those seeking redress of politicizing grant spending.68

1. An Implied Duty to Treat Applications Fairly

The Court of Federal Claims has recognized that the government has an implied duty to conduct contract-bid reviews in a fair and honest manner.69 The government’s duty to treat the bid honestly “runs first of all to the enterprise submitting that bid.”70 The court’s assertion that the duty runs between the applicant and the agency creates a problem for a third-party contract or grant applicant who is attempting to assert that the agency has politicized contract or grant decisions. In that situation, the “agency’s enforceable responsibility to a bidder to read or evaluate properly his competitor’s bid may be appreciably less” than the duty the agency owes the party directly.71 But this begs the question, if a competitor’s bid is given preference because of political intervention, how should a third-party bidder obtain relief?

If the plaintiff was seeking damages for the underlying award, it would need to show causation between the favoritism or politicization and the denial of its grant application. The unsuccessful grant applicant could do this by showing that it “would likely have received the award but for incorrect preference given his successful competitor’s bid[,]”72 The government has traditionally responded that “there is no assurance that any bidder would have obtained the award since the [government retains . . . the right to reject all bids without any liability.]”73 In such a case, the court would need to review the full administrative record to determine whether the disappointed applicant would have received federal funds if the program had not been politicized. If, however, the plaintiff was only pursuing damages for the cost of the application process, then a simple showing of politicization would be sufficient without the need to go the extra step and show that but for the unfair treatment the plaintiff would have received the award.

The Heyer Products line of cases is a valuable reminder that once the government holds out a contract or solicits bids for a grant or loan program, an implied duty based in contract law does arise and is not barred by sovereign immunity. Applying this rationale to a discretionary grant program is the first step toward providing redress for those injured by politicized spending programs.

At least one plaintiff has already unsuccessfully attempted to extend the Heyer Products rationale to loan guarantees. In Tree Farm Development Corp. v. United States, the unsuccessful applicant claimed that the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) had an implied-in-fact contractual duty to review Tree Farm’s application on the merits.74 However, the Court of Federal Claims found there was no showing of unfair treatment or particularly egregious behavior, only a showing that HUD ended the program before awarding the applicant a loan guarantee.75 The court declined to extend Heyer Products in part because the cases “show[ed] a total absence of the arbitrary and capricious type of governmental conduct which the Heyer doctrine was designed to prevent.”76 In essence, the court declined to expand the duty from one protecting against arbitrary treatment to one that would cover all applications for government programs. However, nothing in Tree Farm precludes a loan guarantee applicant who was rejected as a result
of political considerations from being eligible for judicial review.

In a pending case challenging the loan guarantee process of the infamous U.S. Department of Energy Advanced Technology Vehicle Manufacturing (ATVM) and loan guarantee program, XP Vehicles and Limnia have both argued that their “loan application[s] have been ‘set aside’ in favor of applications from politically-connected government cronies and that [the Department of Energy] has ‘fixed’ the ATVM loan process to benefit political donors, cronies and insiders.” These alleged abuses of discretion are exactly the type of harm that the Heye Products line of case was intended to protect against.

2. Establishing a Breach of the Implied Duty

In addition to establishing that an implied duty exists, the Court of Federal Claims has set out several factors for determining whether that duty has been breached. First, courts examine whether the “favoritism or discrimination stems from subjective bad faith (e.g., predetermination of the award)”.

Second, courts will find a breach if “there was ‘no reasonable basis’ for the administrative decision” denying the application. Third, courts balance “the degree of proof of error necessary for recovery” against “the amount of discretion entrusted to the procurement officials by applicable statutes and regulations.” Fourth, a “proven violation of pertinent statutes or regulations [could], but need not necessarily, be a ground for recovery.” Additionally, courts examine the “type of error or dereliction” and whether it “occurred with respect to the claimant’s own bid or that of a competitor.”

E. Implied-In-Fact Contract for Final Award

In addition to claiming that an implied duty to fairly review an application exists, a plaintiff could also attempt to assert that the agency has entered into an implied-in-fact contract for the final grant award. When the United States is a party, the Court of Federal Claims has found an implied-in-fact contract if the plaintiff shows “(1) mutual intent to contract; (2) consideration; (3) an unambiguous offer and acceptance; and (4) evidence that the government representative whose conduct is relied upon had actual authority to bind the government in contract.”

A party claiming that a discretionary grant decision has been politicized and that an implied-in-fact contract exists must allege (and eventually prove) all of these elements identified above. First, a plaintiff whose application has been rejected or ignored would have to show that the agency expressed the intent to contract. This element depends heavily on the circumstances surrounding each individual application; a disappointed applicant who received repeated assurances from the agency during the application process is a prime candidate for an implied-in-fact contract claim. Second, a plaintiff would need to show that sufficient consideration was exchanged between the parties. The government will likely argue, as GAO has, that “a grant is a form of assistance to a designated class of recipients, authorized by statute to meet recognized needs. Grant needs, by definition, are not needs for goods or services required by the federal government itself.” However, the better reasoned approach is to look at the application itself (and the preparation expense thereof) as the consideration that flows to the government. When reviewing contract claims, courts are not concerned with the adequacy of consideration, only its presence. Agencies are charged by Congress with implementing grant and loan programs to achieve some societal goal that Congress has deemed worthy of taxpayer dollars. This would be impossible, were it not for companies and organizations that are willing to put the time, money, and effort into complying with an agency’s application procedures and requirements, in the hope that they might receive a federal loan or grant. Were this of no value to Congress and the agency, no grant or loan program would exist in the first place.

III. Avenues for Constitutional Redress

A. Constitutional “Tort” Claims

One potential option for unsuccessful grant applicants is the pursuit of a constitutional claim against federal officials in their personal capacities. The Supreme Court has recognized that certain constitutional violations do not have a statutory remedy and thus require recognition of an implied cause of action in order to discourage the violation and compensate the victim. In the over 40 years since Bivens, the Supreme Court has expressly extended it only twice: for employment discrimination under the Due Process Clause and for Eighth Amendment violations by prison officials. In both instances, the Court implied the Bivens remedy in very narrow circumstances, and elsewhere it has “responded cautiously” to requests for a Bivens remedy because “implied causes of action are disfavored.” The Court has made clear that “[Bivens] is not an automatic entitlement” and “in most instances [such a remedy is] unjustified.” Courts appear loath to create a Bivens remedy because “implied causes of action are disfavored.”

While Bivens could allow a rejected grant applicant to sue the head of a grant-making agency (or a grant program official) for violating Due Process or Equal Protection if no other remedial avenues exist, the government will likely argue that an unsuccessful grant applicant has an alternative process to protect its interest, if at all, under the APA. This argument should be rejected, however, because the APA is only a procedural mechanism for enforcing substantive rights, and does not, in itself, confer any substantive rights. Additionally, the government will likely argue that the Tucker Act is a remedial scheme barring a Bivens remedy. Both the APA and the Tucker Act fail to provide sufficient procedural and substantive rights. Even though a court might eventually hold that an unsuccessful grant applicant has another remedial avenue which provides an alternative process sufficient to protect the applicant’s interest and therefore counsels against the recognition of a Bivens-style remedy, they can alternatively plead a claim under that remedial scheme and a Bivens claim in order to protect their interest until such a decision is made.

In Ashcroft v. Iqbal, the Supreme Court articulated that Bivens claims must “plausibly draw a reasonable inference that the defendant is liable for the misconduct alleged.” Some
courts have since interpreted Bivens to require that a Bivens complaint allege facts that focus on the individual’s actions and “suggest that defendants acted with purposeful intent . . . to violate plaintiffs’ constitutional rights.”109 A Bivens claim is particularly well suited to disappointed applicants who have evidence (even publicly available evidence) that a particular agency or program was politicized or run with favoritism, especially where it appears this occurred at the direction of the named defendants. Based on such evidence, a disappointed applicant should be entitled to a presumption that the general politicization and/or favoritism present infected the review of his specific application.100 An applicant need only show that the claim is true on its face and courts must give the aggrieved applicant “the benefit of all inferences that can be derived from the facts alleged.”101

Finally, government officials also enjoy protection under the doctrine of qualified immunity.102 Bivens claims can overcome this hurdle when the conduct violates “clearly established statutory or constitutional rights of which a reasonable person would have known.”103 The “clearly established right” test has been most frequently interpreted to protect government officials unless they knowingly violate the law.104 Indeed, it is difficult for individuals that run federal loan and grant programs to argue that they were unaware that they should not use congressionally appropriated funds to advance their own political agenda.

Courts have not yet recognized a Due Process or Equal Protection violation when discretionary grants are awarded out of rank order, let alone the violation of a “clearly established” right. However, a federal official could be found liable for a Bivens claim if there is a finding of that official’s politicizing the discretionary grant award process.

B. Procedural Due Process

A prospective grantee may also look to the Fifth Amendment’s procedural due process protections to vindicate its claim.105 The Due Process Clause does not bar government from intruding on protected interests, it simply requires that sufficient process is afforded before doing so.106 A prospective grantee that believes it was denied a grant because of politicized spending would appear to have a viable claim for violation of due process because it was denied an impartial decision maker.107 In response, the government will claim that the Supreme Court has established a “presumption of honesty and integrity” in decision makers.108 The party claiming bias on the part of a decision maker needs to show a “disqualifying interest” to rebut the presumption.109

The two most common grounds for establishing a biased decision maker are when the “adjudicator has a pecuniary interest in the outcome and [when] . . . he has been the target of personal abuse or criticism from the party before him.”110 In addition to personal motivations, the Supreme Court has recognized that institutional and political pressures of public office can taint a decision maker’s objectivity.111

This jurisprudence provides two avenues for review of politicized spending. First, in the unlikely case that a decision maker in a discretionary spending program was to give a grant to a project in which he had a financial stake, the grant would seem ripe for invalidation. Standing for such a claim would not be difficult to show if the entire decision-making process were politicized. Second, if an unsuccessful grant applicant could show that the political appointees in an agency infected the decision-making process by virtue of the institutional pressure that their dual administrative-political positions create, then he may be able to contend he was denied an impartial decision maker. As an APA claim, the remedy for either of these violations of due process would only be a reconsideration of the grantee’s application by an unbiased decision maker.

V. Conclusion

While scholars have traditionally focused on the problems of agency capture by special interest groups, the rise of discretionary spending has raised a novel problem of agency capture by political influencers, namely Congress and the President. While Congress has acted to curtail its own credit-claiming opportunities with appropriations, Congress has not sought to prevent presidents or their appointees from abusing the delegation of congressional powers to the executive branch for political self-interest. While strategic plaintiffs and engaged courts may find a remedy to agency political capture via the Administrative Procedure Act, the Tucker Act, implied contractual duties, or constitutional theories, the need for Congress to provide additional avenues for redress is clear.
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